ED Breakout

K-12, Public Outreach, Policymakers

1. Introductions and inventory
2. What actions for each objective
3. Who will contribute what to each one?
4. Six-month plan, including milestones
5. Reporting to CMMAP and NSF
6. ED Committee and meeting schedule
Summary

- 90 minutes is not enough for this task!
- Very large and enthusiastic group, lots and lots of ongoing activities involved
- Hold a 2-day meeting in late September to do the stuff we tried to do here in 90 mins
- We will have plenty to report at next mtg
Obj 1 & 2 (K-12)

- Manage as a unit rather than separately
- Define edu goals first to fit kits
- Leadership: LSOP, UCAR, CSU, CI
- LSOP recruiting & linkages to schools
- Inquiry-based learning that meets standards
- Assessment as an ongoing piece
Obj 3 & 4 (Public Outreach)

- Web-based materials from UCAR
- Policymakers and policy process (CIPP leadership)
  - Convene working groups
  - Hands-on workshops
  - Two-week summer course on policy for CMAPP grad students
  - Distance-learning materials
Near-term

• Form mailing list (30 members!)
• Two-day workshop in late September
• Monthly phone meetings
• Hire full-time ED Manager
• Team leaders to coordinate reporting to CMMAP and NSF
• Already recruiting students to LSOP and CC programs this afternoon!